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Mr. Chairman,
distinguished delegates,

There is a war going on where no rules are applied.
All alike, children, women, elderly, humanitarians and peace-keepers are killed and mutilated 
without any distinction. No prisoners are taken, no emblem is respected, no mercy is shown. 
Every month, 2.000 people - most of them innocent civilians - are slaughtered for no cause at 
all.
It is a war not being fought by real soldiers, but by 100 million anti-personnel landmines. 
And every year 2 million of these mines are added to this horrible army. The abhorrent effects 
of this war are almost uncomparable with anything else we have seen in warfare.

And is that not what development of International Humanitarian Law is.alLabpu£? Have we 
not, in the past, adopted international law to new, unnacceptable levels of pain and suffering 
in ongoing wars ? Should this conference not give a clear signal that an end has to be put to 
this global disaster ?

Distinguished delegates, the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, jts 125 
million Red Cross and Red Crescent volunteers, have officially undertaken to work towards a 
total ban on all anti-personnel landmines.

Our Movement has always been a respected institution. Our relations with governments - 
respecting our independance - are essential for our work. We have also always prooven that 
we are realists, bringing accross the message of what really happens to victims of war. We 
don't want to loose this respect; we don't want to loose this good relation; and we will always 
be realists.
Soo if we speak out soO clearly about a sop sensitive issue as a total ban on anti-personnel 
mines, it is because, from a humanitarian point of view, it's the only existing solution; When 
we dare to stand up for a total ban, it is because we speak with the voice of the victims : 
It's the voice of the child, that picks up a mine, because it looks like a toy;
It's the voice of woman, who looses her legs, just because she's working her land;
It's the voice of a people, which looses its country, because it's littered with mines.

Listen to this voice : Landmines must be stopped !

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.


